
What does it truly mean to be an American? Does it mean equality for all, freedom of religion or much, much 
more…

It means you can go to a McDonalds order a super-sized Big Mac meal, no, twenty supersized Big Mac meals and 
eat them all to the point where your ass is so big it breaks the electric motor in the car seat and you can sue the 
auto manufacturer and win…

It means you can leave your fat house cat outside while you go to Florida—to the point of nearly killing the poor 
animal. And to “warm him up,” you microwave him.  Which obviously kills your poor cat. But it’s OK, because 
you’re in America and you  can sue the company that makes the microwaves… 

It means you can cleverly attempt to rob someone by climbing on their roof (why this is sneaky, I’ll never know), 
then pace the roof multiple times looking for the vent for the attic and unknowingly fall through the skylight on the 
roof.  And the thief didn’t know this at the time but the home owner was filming their infomercials for blender sales 
at four in the morning. The robber fell on thirty to forty industrial blenders, maiming him severely. But, this being 
America, the robber sued the homeowner because that’s not what the home owner should be doing at four in the 
morning. The homeowner then out Americas him by suing the manufacture of the blenders… 

It means you can leave your newly born baby of in a baby stroller. Not even strapped in, unattended, with the 
parking breaks off, in one of only five train stations in the country. Then, when the baby stroller starts to roll into the 
path of the train, it’s already going too fast for you to stop. It’s crushed by the train. Magically, the baby and stroller 
are fine. So, you sue the stroller company because you wanted to kill your baby and it never said it was train 
proof…

It means you can marry a woman who is drop dead gorgeous, have two kids and when they’re butt  ugly, find out 
your wife had a shit ton of plastic surgery and sue her 
for misrepresentation of the product, and she then 
sues the plastic surgeon because that’s the American 
way. 

It means you can be a total screw up in life, rely on 
welfare to the point where all you do is sit on your fat 
ass all day, get a long scraggily beard and drink twenty 
to thirty beers a day in your mom’s basement. So what 
do you do now? The most American thing possible: 
sue GOD…

‘MERICA, FUCK YEAH!

DThe Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...
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Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!  
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni

Pizza For As Little As $8 !!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com 
10% Discount for All Students

Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Friday, March 29, 2013

Everything is edible at least once.
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...like death metal logos!

by Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

see Baristas on back

Lansing, MI - In a move that surprised no one, the Michigan Department of 
Education has decided that state aid for Northern Michigan University will 
henceforth be contingent upon a name change.

"It just makes sense," said DOE spokesperson Andrea Collins.  "This has really 
been staring us in the face for years and we finally noticed."

After an extensive study that occurred over several months and required 
literally tens of man-hours to complete, the State determined what many al-
ready knew: Northern Michigan University is a place for nine thousand idiots 
to hide from life, get degrees, and pretend they're intelligent.

When interviewed by this reporter, a Northern student said, "This place just 
feels safe, you know?  I knew I didn't have a chance at getting into a high-
quality school like Ashland...I mean, this place only requires a 19 ACT.  I had 
to take it three times to get that high."  The student spoke on condition of 
anonymity, though he said he was in the Hospitality Management program.

Northern's degree programs include: the aforementioned Hospitality Man-
agement program, where students learn to be unhelpful hotel desk jockeys; 
Ski Area Business Management, which prepares students for the boom-

What Being American Means
by Ken Arndt ~ Daily Bull

Everything here is American. I checked with a reliable source.



Fans of the “Michigan Tech Confessions” page on Facebook witnessed late 
Wednesday one of their peers taking the fan page a bit too seriously. Status 
updates from numerous Michigan Tech students mention a person taking each 
and every confession too far. “It’s ridiculous,” one of the users told the Daily 
Bull, “doesn’t everyone who likes this page know that most everyone here is 
just trying to troll each other?”  He went on to note the influx of confessions 
talking about how ridiculous the rest of the confessions are. “It seems like ever 
since he found the page, he is obsessed with correcting the people he thinks 
is “wrong”” one of the fans claims.

“It’s really degrading the page,” one student claims, “you go on any other uni-
versity’s confession page and it’s significantly better than ours. The confessions 
are better, the comments are better, and there is no one being a huge douche 
to others and their confessions.” 

The Daily Bull sought after the administrator of the page to get their take on people who take the page too serious-
ly. “This page used to be so popular,” the admin of the MTU confessions page (who requested to remain anony-
mous) told The Bull, “it seems every time there is a decent confession on the page, there is another one created 
denouncing it. The truth hurts and people here at Tech can’t handle it.” We additionally asked them about the fans 
who take the page seriously. “People know this is all to mess with people, right?”

Even Tech students have found themselves going to other confession pages to find enjoyment. The following is 
taken from Northern Michigan’s confessions page:
“I'm a Tech student, whenever I feel bad because of school I look at this page to make myself feel better!”

As a university, we cannot let things like this happen to our students; one should not have to be forced to go to 
NMU’s page for entertainment. As such, we urge the Michigan Tech community to drink more and do more stupid 
stuff so the rest of us have something to laugh about online when we too are drinking with friends. 

“The craziest nights lead to the best stories later in life.” –Ghandi

ing market for ski lift operations supervisors; and a Bachelor of Science...
in Art History.  Additionally, the university's most-attended class, Math for 
Dummies, has drawn rave reviews from members of the Special Education 
community.  

Prospective students are reportedly devastated at the suspension of the 
Entertainment and Sports Promotion degree.  Also suspended is the Ac-
counting/Financial Planning major, because nobody needs that anyway.  
NMU does not offer an engineering degree.  Degrees planned for future 
years include Garbage Picking, Ditch Digging, and Street Sweeping.

The traditional athletic rival is McDonald's Hamburger University.  Graduates 
of the two schools regularly compete for the championship at the National 
Burger Flippin'  Tournament.

Glenn Mroz, President of Michigan Technological University (a top-tier 
university to the northwest) shed some light on the practice of granting 
degrees to morons.  "You see, it's very simple: our graduates need people 
to work for them.  The students coming out of that school in Marquette are 
perfect for this role."

NMU's new name reflects both the quality of its students and the sense of 
humor for which the Department of Education is well-known.  The institu-
tion will be called the Witless Protection Program starting in the Fall 2013 
semester.
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FRI, MARCH 1: MICHAEL WAITE & GRATIOT LK RD 8PM 
MELLOW FOLK (PLUS MODERN DANCE) WITH UPPER PENNISULA’S FAVORITES!

SAT, MARCH 2: ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS 8PM 
BENEFIT! GRATIOT LAKE RD, BARNSTORMERS, JON SOPER, RIPLEY ST FIRE DEPT

FRIDAY, MARCH 8: STEVE JONES AND THE GARDEN 
CITY HOT CLUB 8PM TREMENDOUS MUSICIANS PLAY GYPSY JAZZ!

SUNDAY, MARCH 17: BARBARA KETTLE GUNDLACH 
SHELTER BENEFIT 8PM 
SAT, MARCH 23: KEWEENAW BREWGRASS 8PM COPPER 
COUNTRY BLUEGRASS WITH DELICIOUS CRAFT BREWED RYTHMS

FRIDAY, MARCH 29: OUTWASH PLAIN 8PM BLUEGRASS, 
ROCK AND A VARIETY OF TUNES FROM MTU FAVORITES

oRphEUMoRphEUMtheatertheatertheater
The Studio Pizza,Hancock
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Student Takes ‘Tech Confessions’ Page 
Seriously

by Alex Dinsmoor ~
Highest Incarnation of the Revolutionary Comradely Love

Hey! Listen! Sudoku!

DailyBull.students.mtu.edu/

The Daily Bull
“If, after hearing my songs, just one human being is 

inspired to say something nasty to a friend, or perhaps to 
strike a loved one, it will all have been worth the while.” 

- Tom Lehrer

Hey! Listen!

We’re online!


